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1 Motivation

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [1] has become a general-purpose rule-based
programming language throughout the last decade. The relations to many other
formalisms have been investigated [2] and often results could be transferred from
CHR to other formalisms, or vice versa.

Graph Transformation Systems (GTS) [3], which have been developed in the
60ies and have become increasingly popular, have not been compared to CHR
before. GTS and CHR appear to be very similar on a cursory glance, as they are
both non-deterministic rule-based state transition systems. However, the fact
that confluence is decidable in CHR [1] and undecidable in GTS [4] warrants
a closer investigation of the two formalisms. Hence, I want to apply analysis
methods of CHR to GTS, concentrating on confluence analysis.

2 Existing Work

A solid mathematical basis for algebraic graph transformation systems is given in
[3] that is based on category theory. CHR has been compared with several other
formalisms [2], but to the best of my knowledge, there either was no comparison
of confluence, or confluence of terminating systems was decidable in both. A
direct comparison of GTS with CHR has not appeared in the literature before.

3 Goals

Through this thesis I want to gain further insights into the relation between
these two important rule-based formalisms. I want to embed GTS in CHR and
compare the approaches to deciding confluence. I also want to find out which
elements of CHR are responsible for the decidability of confluence. Furthermore,
I want to investigate similar analysis methods, like operational equivalence, that
have been developed for CHR and transfer them to GTS.
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4 Preliminary Results

I have succeeded in embedding GTS in CHR [5]. I also managed to give a char-
acterization of the sufficient criterion for confluence of GTS in CHR using the
notion of observable confluence [6]. The embedding also proved viable to transfer
the notion of operational equivalence to GTS [7].

Confluence analysis requires to test CHR states for equivalence. The com-
parison of GTS confluence with that in CHR, together with results on the linear
logic semantics of CHR gave further insights into state equivalence in CHR. Re-
cently, I have succeeded in providing an axiomatic definition for it [8] with two
significant results for CHR research: firstly, the correspondence between state
equivalence and rule application, that has been taken for granted for over a
decade, could be proved for the first time. And secondly, this work provides the
foundation for a new view on CHR’s operational semantics as a state transition
system over equivalence states. Thus, the investigation of state equivalence in the
context of confluence gave rise to results relevant to the operational semantics.

5 Open Issues and Expected Achievements

An open issue is to extend the notion of operational equivalence to get a stronger
charaterization of equivalence of terminating GTS, similar to my confluence
characterization. Furthermore, using my observations on confluence I intend to
determine if a subclass of GTS exists that more closely resembles CHR such that
confluence in this subclass becomes decidable.
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